Robust-ODAL: Learning from heterogeneous health systems without sharing patient-level data.
Electronic Health Records (EHR) contain extensive patient data on various health outcomes and risk predictors, providing an efficient and wide-reaching source for health research. Integrated EHR data can provide a larger sample size of the population to improve estimation and prediction accuracy. To overcome the obstacle of sharing patient-level data, distributed algorithms were developed to conduct statistical analyses across multiple clinical sites through sharing only aggregated information. However, the heterogeneity of data across sites is often ignored by existing distributed algorithms, which leads to substantial bias when studying the association between the outcomes and exposures. In this study, we propose a privacy-preserving and communication-efficient distributed algorithm which accounts for the heterogeneity caused by a small number of the clinical sites. We evaluated our algorithm through a systematic simulation study motivated by real-world scenarios and applied our algorithm to multiple claims datasets from the Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics (OHDSI) network. The results showed that the proposed method performed better than the existing distributed algorithm ODAL and a meta-analysis method.